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Saab at Singapore Airshow 2024 

 
Saab will exhibit its world-leading defence and security 

product line-up at the Singapore Airshow, Changi 

Exhibition Centre, from 20 to 25 February.   
 

Come to Saab’s stand A-E12 to learn more about how we keep people and 

society safe. 

Gripen: the smart fighter for 21st Century airpower, developed to counter and defeat 

advanced threats, today and tomorrow. Gripen is uniquely designed for sustained, 

deployed operations with minimal support as a fully-interoperable element of the joint 

force.  

GlobalEye: the world´s most advanced AEW&C solution that operates as a strategic 

national asset in peacetime, crisis and conflict. GlobalEye’s revolutionary all-domain 

capabilities provide simultaneous air, maritime and ground surveillance in one single 

solution. 

Integrated Air Traffic (i-ATS) solutions for civil and military application: i-ATS provides 

fully integrated digital solutions for both civil airports and military airbases. Our newly 

launched modular and Deployable Digital Tower (r-TWR) enables air traffic missions to 

be conducted remotely on established or temporary landing strips. 

Radar solutions: Saab offers wide range of radar solutions with ground-based air 

defence, surveillance and weapon locating capabilities.  

Also, look out for our ground-based air defence missile system, ground combat 

weapons, live instrumentation training systems and more. 

“The Asia region, with Singapore as our hub, is a dynamic and fast-growing market. 

Saab has a long history and strong presence in Asia, with a wide customer base. 

Singapore Airshow, being the largest defence exhibition in Asia, offers the perfect 

opportunity for us to showcase our multi-dimensional defence and security products 

with world-leading technologies, as well as connect with our customers and partners in 

the region. New to this year’s show will be our Gripen E cockpit simulator and air traffic 

management solutions, which I am confident will attract great attention at our stand,” 

says Chun-Chau Chew, Saab’s Country Head for Singapore. 
 

Saab is a leading defence and security company with an enduring mission, to help nations keep their people 

and society safe. Empowered by its 22,000 talented people, Saab constantly pushes the boundaries of 

technology to create a safer, more sustainable and more equitable world. Saab designs, manufactures and 

maintains advanced systems in aeronautics, weapons, command and control, sensors and underwater 

systems. Saab is headquartered in Sweden. It has major operations all over the world and is part of the 

domestic defence capability of several nations. 
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